Sponsoring the 112th AALS Annual Meeting
San Diego, CA (January 6, 2018) – The Froebe Group is a proud two-time sponsor of the Annual
Meeting of the Association of American Law Schools (AALS), one of the largest gatherings of law
educators in the world. The 112th conference, held at the Marriott Marquis San Diego Marina, featured
250 discussion sessions and 900 speakers.
AALS President, Paul Marcus of William and Mary Law School, addressed attendees on the opening day of
the conference. Speaking toward this year’s theme, “Access to Justice,” Marcus reflected on the “many
difficulties we see in our nation as to providing adequate legal representation to all.” His affecting remarks
highlighted the role of educators in the promotion of and advocacy for justice as a democratic right.
A highly anticipated highlight of the conference was the opportunity to mingle with distinguished law
educators. With more than 50 networking events planned, conference rooms were abuzz with lively
discussion.
“After closely collaborating all year with the Wolters Kluwer legal education team, meeting them in person
at AALS provides us with a wonderful opportunity to create stronger partnerships,” commented Kathy
Langone, Director of Development. “Being able to mingle with so many of the authors, often for the first
time, is also an invaluable way to cultivate successful relationships – a strong tenet of the Froebe Group.”
Tom Daughhetee, Director of Production, added, “Not only has it been enjoyable to catch up with so
many authors that we have the pleasure of working with for WK legal education, but this year many of our
discussions have led to some innovative solutions to improve existing practices and operations. We've
been able to start dialogues that will inevitably strengthen our long-term relationships.”
About the AALS: The Association of American Law Schools (AALS) is a nonprofit association of 179 law
schools. Its members enroll most of the nation’s law students and produce the majority of the country’s
lawyers and judges, as well as many of its lawmakers. The mission of AALS is to uphold and advance
excellence in legal education. In support of this mission, AALS promotes the core values of excellence in
teaching and scholarship, academic freedom, and diversity, including diversity of backgrounds and
viewpoints, while seeking to improve the legal profession, to foster justice, and to serve our many
communities – local, national, and international.
For more news about The Froebe Group, visit froebegroup.com or follow @froebegroup on Twitter.

